Bookends: A Novel

On the heels of her national bestsellers
Jemima J and Mr. Maybe, British sensation
Jane Green delivers a sparkling tale of old
friends reunited and old jealousies
rekindled.Catherine Warner and Simon
Nelson are best friends: total opposites,
always together, and both unlucky in love.
Cath is scatterbrained, messy, andsince she
had her heart broken a few years
backemotionally closed off. Si is
impossibly tidy, bitchy, and desperate for a
man of his own. They live in Londons
West Hampstead along with their lifelong
friends, Josh and Lucy, who are happily
married with a devil-spawn child and a
terrifying Swedish nanny, Ingrid.Alls well
(sort of) until the sudden arrival of a
college friendthe stunningly beautiful
Portia, whos known for breaking hearts.
Though theyve grown up and grown apart
from Portia, the four friends welcome her
back into the fold. But does Portia have a
hidden agenda or is she merely looking to
reconnect with old friends? Her
reappearance soon unleashes a rollicking
series of events that tests the foursomes
friendships to the limit and leaves them
wondering if a happy ending is in
store.Fortunately, Cath has plenty to take
her mind off Portias schemeslike her gutsy
decision to leave her job in advertising to
fulfill her dream of opening a bookstore.
And then theres James, the sexy real-estate
agent who keeps dropping by even after the
bookstore deal is done. With his irresistible
smile and boyish charm could he be the
one to melt Caths heart? Told with Jane
Greens captivating wit and flare, Bookends
is above all a story about friendshipits
twists, turns and complicationsand how it
weathers the challenges of love, ambition,
marriage, and, most of all, growing up.
Warmhearted, sophisticated, and full of
delicious surprises, Bookends is Greens
most dazzling novel yet.From the
Hardcover edition.
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: Bookends: A Novel (9780767907804) by Jane Green and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books
available now at greatJane Green, author of the best-sellers Second Chance and Straight Talking, examines friendships
and their limits in her highly entertaining novel Bookends. The story began as a genealogy project, but the author was
compelled to transform her research into a historical novel that traces her roots from Description. A haunting, richly
atmospheric, and deeply suspenseful novel from the acclaimed author of The Enchanted about an
investigatorDescription. The House Girl, the historical fiction debut by Tara Conklin, is an unforgettable story of love,
history, and a search for justice, set in modern-day New Sit Stay Speak author Annie England Noblins newest novel
takes one woman starting over, adds an aging pug named Teddy Roosevelt, and Sit Stay Speak author Annie England
Noblins newest novel takes one woman starting over, adds an aging pug named Teddy Roosevelt, andThe Bookends
Novel Red is a smooth and fruit forward style of wine with fresh berry fruit flavours and a hint of spice. Pairs well with
a good mystery and your Detective novel fans: New York Times bestselling author Michael Connelly will be signing
his latest book, The Late Show, at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Tue, 12 Jun 2018 22:16:00. GMT bookends a novel pdf. - A novel is
a relatively long work of narrative fiction, normally in prose, which isA grand tale of devotion and adventure set in a
forgotten theater of World War II, Paytons new novel is convincingly told. Along with journalist John Easley,
theDownload Bookends: A Novel read. Name: Bookends: A Novel Rating: 84123. Likes: 412. Types: ebook djvu pdf
mp3. Score : 8.1/10 - (555 votes)A bookend is an object, or often one of a pair of objects, used to hold a row of books
upright on Bookstop (company), a Texas-based chain of bookstores Bookends, a 2002 novel by Jane Green, and spoken
book read by Jacqueline King - Buy Bookends: A Novel book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read
Bookends: A Novel book reviews & author details and more at
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